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Wall hanging finished Size: 34” x 44”

21173 GA

21179 B

21175 B 21176 E

21172 AK

21177 A

21174 W 21644 F

21175 N

21176 AK

21177 AK

Yardage Requirements*
Wall Hangings 
Design Yards
21173 GA
(backing)

3

21175 B ¼
21175 N ½
21176 E ½
21174 W 
(includes binding)

1¾

21177 AK ⅜
21644 F ⅛
21172 AK 1 panel
21177 A ¼
21179 B ½
21176 AK ⅛

*Yardage is sufficient to make both 
wall hangings. 
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Full Moon 
Finished Size: 34” x 44”
Designed by Lisa Giesbrecht

Instructions are given for two different versions of the wall 
quilt. Each one uses two of the long wolf panels. Cutting 
and yardage is listed for both quilts together.

CUTTING
1 Wolf Panel - 21172 AK
Fussy-cut four 10 ½” x 22 ½” panels 
(2 for each wall hanging)

½ yard 21179 B Multi-wolves heads 
Fussy-cut 4 - 6 ½” x  6 ½” squares, centering wolf heads 
(2 for each wall hanging)

1¾ yards 21174 W Wolves with 
Moons - Refer to cutting 
diagram at right
4 - 4 ½” x WOF strips for outer 
top and bottom borders; trim 
each strip to 4 ½” x 36 ½” (2 for 
each wall hanging)
4 – 4 ½” x 36 ½” strips along 
remaining length of fabric for 
outer side borders (2 for each 
wall hanging)
2- 2 ½” strips from the remaining fabric width; subcut strips 
into (12) 2 ½” squares (6 for each wall hanging)
16 - 2 ½” strips from the remaining fabric width for binding 
both wall hangings

⅜ yard 21177 AK Dark Gray Bark
2 - 1 ½” x WOF strips; set aside for strip piecing.  
2 – 2 ½” x WOF strips. Subcut into (4) 2½ x 10 ½” strips 
(sashing wall hanging A).

⅛ yard 21644 F Pinecones Print
1 - 1 ½” x WOF; set aside strip for strip piecing.

½ yard 21175 N Dark Blue Forest Print
9 - 1 ½” x WOF strip; set aside 1 strip for strip piecing. 
Subcut each of the remaining strips into one each 22 ½” and 
12 ½” strips to total eight strips each size (4 for each wall 
hanging).

⅛ yard 21176 AK Dark Fur
1-1½” x WOF strip; set aside for strip piecing. 

¼ yard 21177 A Brown Bark: 
1 – 1½” strip; set aside for strip piecing.
2 – 2½” x WOF; subcut 4-2 ½” x 10 ½” pieces (sashing for 
wall hanging B) 

½ yard 21176 E White Fur
2- 1 ½” x WOF strips set aside for strip piecing.
8 - 1 ½” x WOF strips for outer borders; trim to make four 
strips each 34 ½” and 26 ½” (2 of each size for each wall 
hanging)

¼ yard 21175 B Light Blue Forest
2 - 1 ½” x WOF strips for strip piecing

3 yards 21173 GA Packed Wolves for backing both wall 
hangings

SEWING
NOTE: ¼” seam allowance unless otherwise specified.

Making Strip-Pieced Sections
1. Select the (10) 1 ½” x WOF strips and arrange in a pleasing 
order. Join the strips along the length to make a 10 ½”-wide 
strip set; press seams in one direction. Subcut the strip set 
into (13) 1 ½” strip segments. Set aside remainder of strip set 
for another project.  

2. Select one of the strip segments and join the two ends to 
make a loop. Choose a seam between two fabrics and remove 
stitching to undo the loop. Note: This makes each strip 
segment begin and end with different fabrics to create 
different looking strips. Repeat this process with seven more 
strip segments.

Cutting Diagram
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3. Select five strip segments; separate one strip into one 
6-square and two 2-square units. Repeat with three more 
strip segments. Separate another strip segment into five 
2-square units. You will need a total of (4) 6-square units and 
(12) 2-square units to complete both wall hangings or (2) 
6-square units and (6) 2-square units to complete just one 
wall hanging.

Completing the Pieced Panels

1. Sew a 2-square unit to the top of two 2 ½” wolves-with-
moon squares. Sew a 2-square unit to the bottom of a 2 ½” 
wolves-with-moon square. Press seams away from the pieced 
units. Make 3 more pieced units.

2. Join the three pieced units to make a pieced strip referring 
to the unit drawing for positioning; press seams to one side.

3. Sew a 6-square unit to the top of a 
6 ½” x 6 ½” wolf-head square; press seam 
away from the 6-square unit. 

4. Sew the pieced strip from step 2 above 
to the bottom of the wolf-head square; 
press seam away from the pieced strip.

5. Sew a 10 square strip segment to 
opposite sides of the pieced section; 
press seams toward the center panel.

6. Sew a 2 ½” x 10 ½” dk. gray bark strip to the sides of the 
pieced section to complete a small wolf panel; press seams 
toward strips. 

7. Repeat all steps to complete a total of four small wolf 
panels, using the 2 ½” x 10 ½” dk. gray bark on two wolf 
panels and the brown bark 2 ½” x 10½” strips on the other 
two wolf panels.

Completing the Wall Hanging Tops
1. Sew a 1 ½” x 22 ½” dk blue forest strip to opposite long 
sides and a 1 ½” x 12 ½” dk. blue forest strip to the top and 
bottom of each 10 ½” x 22 ½” wolf panel; press seams toward 
strips. Repeat with second 10 ½” x 22 ½” wolf panel.

2. Sew a small wolf panel with brown bark to the bottom of 
framed long wolf panel and to the top of the second long 
wolf panel to complete the panel unit.

3.  Stitch panel units together to complete pieced quilt center. 
Refer to quilt image for placement.

4. Sew a 1 ½” x 34 ½” wolf white fur strip to opposite long 
sides and the 1 ½” x 26 ½” white fur strips to the top and 
bottom of the pieced quilt center; press seams toward strips.

5. Sew a 4 ½” x 36 ½” wolves with moon strip to opposite 
long sides and the 4 ½” x 34 ½” wolves with moon strips to 
the top and bottom of the pieced center; press seams toward 
strips.

6. Repeat step 2 with the small wolf panel with dark gray 
bark strips to complete the second wall hanging.

7. Add border strips as in steps 4–6 to complete the quilt top.

Finishing the Wall Hangings

1. Join the binding strips on ends with diagonal seams to 
make a long strip; press seams open. Fold the strip with 
wrong sides together along the length and press.
2. Prepare quilt for quilting and quilt as desired.
3. Trim edges even and bind using binding prepared in step 
1 to finish each wall hanging.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this 
pattern, we cannot be responsible for errors in printing or the way in 
which individual work varies.
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Unit Drawing


